Case-control genetic association studies typically ignore possible later disease onset in currently healthy subjects and assume that subjects with diseases equally contribute to the likelihood for inference, regardless of their onset age. Therefore, we used an event-history with risk-free model to simultaneously characterize alcoholism susceptibility and onset age in 65 independent non-Hispanic Caucasian males in the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism. Following data quality control, we analysed 22 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on 12 candidate genes. The single-SNP analysis showed that the dominant minor allele of rs2134655 on DRD3 increases alcoholism susceptibility; the dominant minor allele of rs1439047 on NTRK2 delays the alcoholism onset age, but the additive minor allele of rs172677 on GRIN2B and the dominant minor allele of rs63319 on ALDH1A1 advance the alcoholism onset age; and the dominant minor allele of rs1079597 on DRD2 shortens the onset age range. Similarly, multiple-SNPs analysis revealed joint effects of rs2134655, rs172677 and rs1079597, with an adjustment for habitual smoking. This study provides a more comprehensive understanding of the genetics of alcoholism than previous case-control studies.
The identification of disease susceptibility genes is a primary step for genetic dissection of complex disorders 1 . Many statistical disease gene mapping methods (i.e., positional cloning) have been developed according to different phenotypes of interest (e.g., qualitative and quantitative traits), modes of inheritance (e.g., monogenic, oligogenic, and polygenic diseases), study designs (e.g., family-and population-based studies), and analysis strategy (e.g., linkage and association analyses) 2, 3 . One of the most common methods for a statistical gene mapping of complex disorders is a population-based case-control association study, which ensures convenient data collection and promising test power 4 . Contingency table and logistic regression analyses 5 have been widely applied to examine the genetic association, namely linkage disequilibrium (LD), of a dichotomous disease status with genetic markers in case-control genetic studies [6] [7] [8] . Using these methods to analyse a dichotomous disease event alone ignores the probability of later disease onsets in currently healthy subjects and incorrectly considers that all subjects with diseases equally contribute to the likelihood for inference, irrespective of differences in their onset age.
In addition to the disease status, we often acquire additional phenotype information of subjects, such as the age of onset, which provides the time to determine disease development in subjects. Event history analysis is commonly used to model the disease onset process 9, 10 . To date, the proportional hazards (PH) regression model 11 has been the most widely used method. However, these methods implicitly assume that all subjects will eventually develop diseases. In fact, this may be erroneous because some subjects neither possess disease susceptibility genes nor have been exposed to harmful environments. Ignorance of the potential nonsusceptibility to the disease being studied may yield false conclusions. In this study, we used a novel event-history with risk-free model 12 considering disease nonsusceptibility to determine the time to disease development. This method provides a useful alternative to traditional survival and event history analyses that do not consider nonsusceptibility 13 . Incorporation of nonsusceptibility into the event history model is to accurately define the denominator with potential subjects at risk in calculating the conditional disease probability at each time point.
Results
Candidate genes. We collected information on alcoholism-associated genes from two established public-domain disease databases, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) 21 and Genetic Association Database (GAD) 22 . In total, we obtained 15 genes from OMIM (see Supplementary List S1) and 65 genes from GAD (see Supplementary List S2). The intersection and union of gene sets from OMIM and GAD contained 10 and 70 candidate genes, respectively.
We used the dbSNP of the National Center for Biotechnology Information 23 to map the SNPs to a union list of 70 genes. As shown in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2, 31 SNPs from the COGA data set can be mapped to the following 14 genes from both databases: ALDH1A1 (rs63319 and rs348457), CHRM2 (rs1378647 and rs1111418), DRD2 (rs1079598, rs1079597, and rs1079596), DRD3 (rs2134655), FYN (rs1409836 and rs910683), GABRA1 (rs966137 and rs1157122), GABRB1 (rs728293 and rs956412), GABRB3 (rs1365225), GABRG2 (rs411409, rs387661, and rs2422106), GRIN2B (rs172677 and rs1421109), HTR2A (rs985934, rs985933, and rs927544), NTRK2 (rs1439047 and rs1838158), RXRG (rs2134095 and rs157864), and TPH2 (rs1386493, rs1386492, rs1386485, and rs1386483). Except the SNP rs2134095 located in a coding-synonymous region, all other SNPs were located in intronic regions.
SNP selection.
Based on the 65 samples, we calculated allele frequencies, genotype frequencies, and the genotyping call rate (GCR). We excluded SNPs with a low minor allele frequency (MAF < 0.05) and GCR (<85%). The results revealed that rs1409836 and rs910683 were nonpolymorphic with an MAF of 0 and 0.008, respectively, and were excluded from this study. Therefore, the gene FYN was excluded from this study. In addition, rs1421109 on GRIN2B was excluded because of its low MAF (0.031) and GCR (73.8%; Supplementary Table S1) .
LD and LD blocks of the remaining 28 SNPs on 13 candidate genes were plotted using Haploview 24 ( Fig. 2) . Several SNPs were in complete LD with other SNPs in the same LD block; therefore, we eliminated the SNPs having a lower GCR, namely rs728293, rs1079598, rs1079596, rs1386483, and rs985934. We performed the HardyWeinberg equilibrium (HWE) test in the unaffected group by using Haploview. The SNPs rs728293 and rs956412 on GABRB1 violated the HWE with p values of 0.029 and 0.032, respectively. The other SNPs fitted the HWE. The elimination of rs728293 and rs956412 resulted in the exclusion of GABRB1 in this study. In summary, we eliminated nine SNPs (Supplementary Table S1 ) and focused on 22 SNPs on 12 candidate genes (Supplementary  Table S2 ) in the subsequent analysis.
Analysis strategy of susceptibility and age at onset. Considering genotypes of each of the 22 studied SNPs, we examined whether they have (a) an equal probability of alcoholism susceptibility but different conditional age-of-onset distributions for subjects susceptible to alcoholism, (b) unequal probabilities of alcoholism susceptibility but the same conditional alcoholism age-of-onset distribution, (c) unequal probabilities of alcoholism susceptibility and different conditional alcoholism age-of-onset distributions, and (d) no overall difference. Kaplan-Meier (step function) and mixture regression (solid smooth curve) estimators of overall and conditional event curves for alcoholism onset age stratified by genotypes of a single SNP. (a) SNPs with an equal probability of susceptibility only: rs172677 and rs1439047, (b) SNPs with unequal probabilities of susceptibility only: rs2134655, (c) SNPs with unequal susceptibilities and onset age: rs63319 and rs1079597. Note that all the Kaplan-Meier curves are stratified by genotypes AA, Aa and aa while estimated mixture regression curves are stratified by genotypes AA and Aa + aa except the SNP rs172677.
SNPs are classified into four exhaustive categories according to the mutually exclusive significances of association tests in the logistic regression submodel of Equation (2) and the AFT location-scale regression submodel of Equation (3) . By using the same strategy, we also studied the effect of habitual smoking effect on the development of alcoholism.
Fitting the mixture regression model to each of the 22 studied SNPs (Supplementary Table S2 ), we identified that rs172677 and rs1439047 belonged to the aforementioned category (a), rs2134655 belonged to category (b), and rs63319 and rs1079597 belonged to category (c) showed some significant effects on alcoholism. By contrast, the genotypes of the remaining 17 SNPs belonging to category (d) showed nonsignificant effects on alcoholism. The regression results and event curves of genotype analysis corresponding to all five significant SNPs are presented in Table 1 (A) and Fig. 1 with the following details. For testing the significance of all the regression parameters in the fitted mixture regression model versus the model with only the intercept term in all the regression parts, chi-squared statistics, degrees of freedom and corresponding p values of the likelihood ratio test are shown in the last three columns of Table 1(A) .
Single-SNP analysis.
With an equal probability of susceptibility but different conditional age-of-onset distributions. The logistic regression submodel estimates that three genotypes of rs172677 have the same probability of alcoholism susceptibility (0.378). By contrast, the negative and positive parameter estimates of −0.31 and 0.28, respectively, in the location regression part of rs172677 with Aa as the referent genotype indicates that susceptible subjects with genotypes aa and AA tend to have an earlier and later age of onset of alcoholism, respectively (p = 0.107 vs 0.087). A similar magnitude of these two estimated location parameters suggests an additive effect of allele a on the age of onset of alcoholism. By fitting the mixture regression with the additive model of the location regression part, we confirmed the additive effect of allele a with significance (p = 0.006). This analysis affirms that the three genotypes of rs172677 have an equal probability of alcoholism susceptibility; however, susceptible subjects with the harmful additive allele a would have an earlier age of onset of alcoholism. By using the additive model, the median onset age of susceptible subjects with genotypes aa, Aa, and AA were estimated to be 20.7, 27.8, and 37.3 years, respectively.
Three genotypes of rs1439047 were merged into two subgroups, Aa + aa and AA, to represent the dominant model for allele a. These two subgroups showed the same estimated probability of alcoholism susceptibility (0.369). Compared with the referent genotype AA, the positive estimate 0.52 of the location difference for genotype Aa + aa in the AFT log-logistic model indicated that susceptible subjects with allele a of rs1439047 would have a later age of onset of alcoholism (p < 0.001), whereas the corresponding estimated scale difference of 0.74 indicated a larger age range (p = 0.093). These results showed that the dominant allele a had a preventive effect on delaying the age of onset of alcoholism by 13.2 (=32.7-19.5) years of the median onset age in susceptible subjects despite its susceptibility to alcoholism being the same as that in genotype AA.
With unequal probabilities of susceptibility but the same conditional age-of-onset distribution. We considered the dominant model for allele a of rs2134655 on the basis of the referent genotype AA in the logistic regression submodel and obtained the corresponding estimated OR = 3.44 (p = 0.031) as the only significant parameter in mixture regression, with an identical estimated conditional age-of-onset distribution among all genotypes of rs2134655. An increase in the probability of susceptibility because of the harmful allele a was estimated to be 0.29.
With unequal probabilities of susceptibility and different conditional age-of-onset distributions. Analysis on the basis of two subgroups of the merged genotypes in both rs63319 and rs1079597 resulted in both unequal probabilities of susceptibility and different conditional age-of-onset distributions of alcoholism between the subgroups. First, the dominant allele a of rs63319 showed a lower alcoholism susceptibility, with an estimated OR of 0.38 (p = 0.166), corresponding to a decrease of 0.23 in the probability of susceptibility. However, allele a showed a significantly earlier alcoholism onset age, with an estimated location difference of −0.41 (p = 0.010), rendering an onset age 13.4 (=39.6-26.2) years earlier in the estimated median onset age of susceptible subjects. Second, the estimated OR = 0.28 (p = 0.073) with respect to the dominant allele a of rs1079597 suggests a preventive effect Figure 2 . LD plot of 28 SNPs on 13 candidate genes. In the LD heat map, 13 genes are arranged according to their chromosomes. SNPs (RS numbers) within the same gene are arranged by physical positions and framed by a green rectangle. Pairwise LD of SNPs within the same gene was measured using D′ and r 2 50 . The colored rhombus reflects the D′ magnitude (higher LD, red) and the numbered rhombus indicates the r 2 value. SNPs with a strong LD are framed in a black inverse diamond block, which is defined according to the confidence interval method 51 . Six SNPs with a star sign concatenated with the RS number are removed from the subsequent analysis because of a complete LD and/or HWE violation.
on reducing the probability of susceptibility by 0.33, without a difference in location parameters; however, the estimated scale difference of −1.32 (p = 0.011) signifies a shorter range of the alcoholism onset age associated with allele a.
Overall speaking, Fig. 1 , demonstrate adequate fitting of the logistic-AFT log-logistic location-scale mixture model to the identified SNPs.
Multiple-SNPs analysis. In rs1439047 and rs63319, 11 and 8 observations were missing, respectively, which would result in smaller sample sizes in some genotypic combinations. Therefore, to evaluate multiple gene effects on alcoholism in the 65 subjects, we considered only the three SNPs, rs172677, rs2134655, and rs1079597, among the five identified SNPs. Because of the limited sample size, we fit the subset regression models by including only the main effects of the three selected SNPs. The regression result of the best-fitted model with multiple genes is presented in Table 2 . Similar to the patterns in the single-SNP analysis, the results demonstrated that the dominant allele a of rs2134655 had a higher probability of alcoholism susceptibility than did genotype AA with an estimated OR of 3.14 (p = 0.059). The additive allele a of rs172677 showed an earlier alcoholism onset age than did genotype AA (p = 0.020). The dominant allele a of rs1079597 showed a shorter range of the alcoholism onset age than did genotype AA (p = 0.044). The likelihood ratio test with p = 0.004 indicates an adequate fitting with multiple SNPs.
Environmental covariate analysis. The habitual smoking status may be a potential environmental covariate in studying modified genetic effects on alcoholism. We first considered habitual smoking as a single factor in the mixture regression model; the regression results and event curves are shown in Supplementary Table S3 and Supplementary Figure S1 . The Kaplan-Meier event curves 20 display that habitual smokers had a higher probability of alcoholism susceptibility than did nonhabitual smokers. However, the mixture model identified habitual smoking as nonsignificant in the logistic regression submodel and only a significant location parameter of −0.47 (p = 0.046), indicating an earlier onset age caused by habitual smoking.
We conducted further adjustment for the habitual smoking status with the three selected SNPs rs172677, rs2134655, and rs1079597 from the best-fitted multiple-SNPs model and fit the subset regression models with the main effects of habitual smoking and the three SNPs. The regression result and estimated event curves of the best-fitted model with multiple SNPs and the environmental factor are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 3 . Similar to the previous multiple-SNPs analysis, the inclusion of the habitual smoking status in the location regression part retains almost the same patterns as the three SNPs. The dominant allele a of rs2134655 showed a significantly higher probability of alcoholism susceptibility than did genotype AA, with an estimated OR of 3.33 (p = 0.037); both additive allele a of rs172677 and habitual smoking showed effects on an earlier alcoholism onset age (p = 0.002 vs <0.001). The dominant allele a of rs1079597 showed a shorter range of the alcoholism onset age than did genotype AA (p < 0.001). Among the gene-environment strata, susceptible habitual smokers with genotype aa of rs172677 demonstrated the earliest alcoholism onset age, whereas susceptible nonhabitual smokers with genotype AA of SNP rs172677 showed the latest onset age. The likelihood ratio test with p < 0.001 demonstrates a much better fitting of the gene-environment model than of the three-SNPs model. Because of the high proportion of habitual smokers and only four alcoholism cases of 19 nonhabitual smokers with sparse events in SNP strata, we plotted Fig. 3 corresponding to the three SNPs in the 46 habitual smokers and omitted nonhabitual smokers from the figure because they contributed at most one alcoholism event in each stratum. In Fig. 3 , the combined effects of the three SNPs and habitual smoking provide fitted overall and conditional alcoholism age-of-onset distributions much close to the corresponding Kaplan-Meier event curves 20 in all strata of habitual smokers.
To examine the associations among the gene-environment strata fitted in Table 3 , we plotted Fig. 4 to display the clustering of the three selected SNPs (genes) and habitual smoking of the 65 subjects by using Generalized association plots (GAP) 25, 26 . Considering the minor-allele carriers as risky revealed that GRIN2B (rs172677) highly overlaps with the habitual smoking status. In addition, smokers who carried the risky allele on GRIN2B tended to have an early alcoholism onset than those on DRD3 (rs2134655). Moreover, the clustering of the 65 subjects into several subgroups based on the three SNPs and habitual smoking can be observed from the matrix G of between-subject associations.
Pathway analysis. Genes harboring the identified SNPs associated with alcoholism risks may interconnect in biological pathways. Using gene annotation from the Kyoto Encyclopedia for Genes and Genomics (KEGG) 27 , we analysed pathways related to five alcoholism genes, which contain the five identified SNPs (Table 1) significantly associated with risks and age at onset of alcoholism in the single-SNP analysis. GAP analysis 25, 26 in Fig The dendrogram of the five genes for the Jaccard coefficient matrix G (Fig. 5 ) on the basis of 23 KEGG pathways demonstrated that DRD2 (rs1079597) and GRIN2B (rs172677) show the highest similarity with six common pathways belonging to three categories: human diseases (alcoholism and cocaine addiction) in dark yellow, organismal systems (dopaminergic synapse) in cyan, and environmental information processing [neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and Rap1 signaling] in red. Moreover, clustering of DRD2 (rs1079597) and GRIN2B (rs172677) was associated with NTRK2 (rs1439047) and DRD3 (rs2134655), respectively. The cluster of DRD2 and GRIN2B share the alcoholism pathway with NTRK2 (rs1439047) and have the same pathways of neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction and dopaminergic synapse as does DRD3 (rs2134655). However, no association was observed between ALDH1A1 (rs63319), which is only involved in the metabolism category, and the remaining four genes. The dendrogram for the Jaccard coefficient matrix P among the 23 KEGG pathways on the basis of the five genes and the sorted data matrix B in Fig. 5 reveal that the pathway pair of dopaminergic synapse and neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction (sharing DRD3, DRD2, and GRIN2B) is strongly associated with the pathway group of cocaine addiction, cAMP signaling, and Rap1 signaling (sharing DRD2 and GRIN2B). In addition to the aforementioned pathway group, the alcoholism pathway shares DRD2 and GRIN2B. GRIN2B is shared by all 10 pathways (three organismal systems, six human diseases, and one environmental information processing pathway) in the largest pathway group. In summary, the six overlapping pathways among the four genes are correlated.
Discussion
The logistic regression model is one of the most common statistical methods in case-control genetic association studies but tends to lose information if the age of onset is available. The logistic-AFT location-scale mixture regression model 12 can simultaneously determine the probability of disease susceptibility and distribution of the age of onset for susceptible subjects. In principle, this flexible mixture model provides detailed interpretations and a more comprehensive understanding of the genetics of diseases than does logistic regression analysis in a case-control study.
To demonstrate the advantage of the mixture regression model over the logistic regression model as in conventional association studies, we manipulated univariate logistic regression analysis for each identified SNP as shown in left panel of Supplementary Table S4 . The results revealed that rs172677, rs1439047, rs63319, and rs1079597, but not rs2134655, had an equal probability of alcoholism susceptibility among genotypes. The merged genotype Aa + aa of rs2134655 was associated with a risk of alcoholism compared with genotype AA (p = 0.027). For each SNP, the conventional logistic regression analysis yielded the same conclusions as did the mixture regression analysis; in brief, the regression coefficient estimates in both conventional logistic model and logistic susceptibility submodel of the logistic-AFT mixture model are very close to each other. However, the logistic-AFT mixture model provided different interpretations in correctly combining susceptible and nonsusceptible subpopulations, with detailed information on the alcoholism onset age of susceptible subjects by using a flexible time-to-event model with location and scale regression parts.
A recent simulation study of the cure survival mixture model 13 evaluated the performance of logistic regression and traditional PH analyses 11 by using a mixture model and studied the advantages of mixture survival analysis. Their results demonstrate that in the presence of a cure fraction, both logistic and Cox PH regression analyses render biased regression estimates, and the Cox PH regression may even incorrectly identify the age of onset effects that do not exist. However, the mixture analysis provides unbiased estimates in the absence of a background genetic risk of other SNPs. Moreover, the simulation scenarios in the paper 13 based on the logistic-Weibull mixture model in the presence of a background genetic risk reveal that the mixture analysis may result in the underestimation of both logistic and onset age effects by 12-15%, relatively independent of the nonsusceptibility fraction, as shown in their Fig. 6(b) and (d) 13 . In our mixture analysis with multiple SNPs, we did not adjust p values as in multiple testing problems. In accordance with the underestimation findings by Stringer et al. 13 , we allowed a threshold p value of slightly higher than 0.05 for selecting SNPs in each regression part of the mixture model.
In most previous genetic studies of alcoholism, the age of onset or age at interview was solely used to determine early or late-onset alcoholism for a stratified analysis 28 or treated as a confounder in the linkage analysis of alcoholism 29, 30 . Few studies have formally used the age of onset or age at interview as the phenotype of interest in a statistical model. Liu et al. reported that narrow-sense heritability of the age of onset of alcoholism is approximately 38% 31 . Li et al. performed a rank-based association test to analyse the age of onset of alcoholism 32 . To analyse the age of onset of alcoholism in the COGA data set, Tayo et 36 . However, these survival and event history analyses did not consider the potential phenomenon of nonsusceptibility.
To demonstrate the inadequacy of Cox PH model 11 for the analysis of alcoholism in the COGA data, we also manipulated univariate Cox PH analysis for each identified SNP as shown in right panel of Supplementary  Table S4 . The results revealed the same alcoholism age-of-onset distributions among the genotypes of rs172677, rs1439047, rs63319 and rs1079597, respectively, and the only significant effect on alcoholism identified by the Cox PH model due to the dominant allele a of rs2134655 versus genotype AA with a hazard ratio of 2.45 (p = 0.034). These results from the Cox PH model contradicted the Kaplan-Meier curves 20 in Fig. 1 since the PH assumption implies that the event curves cannot be crossing. The Cox PH model is sensitive to detect the difference of onset ages between genotypes of rs2134655 on DRD3 since the corresponding overall event curves are not crossing; however, the mixture model presents novel interpretations that genotypes of rs2134655 cause different probabilities of susceptibility to alcoholism, but with the same onset-age distribution for the susceptible cases. The crossing patterns emerging in overall or conditional genotype-specific event curves for the other four SNPs lead to non-PH models which may be well fitted by the location-scale cure mixture model 12 .
In this study, the event-history with risk-free model 12 allows analysing nonsusceptible subjects. On the basis of this general model, we identified rs2134655 on DRD3 with unequal probabilities of alcoholism susceptibility (p = 0.027). Importantly, we are the first to report SNPs associated with unequal age-of-onset distributions for susceptible cases to alcoholism [rs172677 on GRIN2B (p = 0.013), rs1439047 on NTRK2 (p = 0.005), rs63319 on ALDH1A1 (p = 0.033), and rs1079597 on DRD2 (p = 0.028)].
On the basis of single gene analyses of alcoholism, we conducted pathway analysis that revealed that the alcoholism pathway is associated with DRD2, GRIN2B, and NTRK2 and the cocaine addiction pathway is associated with DRD2 and GRIN2B. DRD2 is involved in behavior rewarding and its dysfunction leads to aberrant substance-seeking behavior 17 . Our identified TaqI B (rs1079597) polymorphism on DRD2 had a higher allele frequency of B1 (i.e., minor allele a in this study) in a Caucasian severe alcoholic group than in nonalcoholic and less severe alcoholic groups 37 . GRIN2B is a glutamate-gated ion channel 38 involved in memory and learning, and mutations in GRIN2B result in a severe neurodevelopmental phenotype with mental retardation 39 . Increasing evidence suggests that the N-methyl-D-aspartate type of glutamate receptor contributes to the development of alcoholism and withdrawal symptoms when alcohol intake is ceased 40 . Rs2134655 on DRD3 identified to be associated with the alcoholism susceptibility is related to the signal transduction of cAMP and Rap1 pathways. GRIN2B, DRD2, and DRD3 participate in the dopamine pathway and neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway. In addition to NTRK2, these three genes seem to act cooperatively to induce substance-dependent behaviors, including those caused by alcoholism, cocaine addiction, and others. ALDH1A1 belongs to the KEGG pathway of metabolism. ALDH1A1 is associated with alcoholism as it confers protective effects against alcoholism caused by the deficiency of aldehyde dehydrogenase in aldehyde metabolism and results in an extremely high aldehyde level in the blood, thus causing aversive toxic and skin flushing responses in Caucasians 41 . Thus, the mechanism underlying ALDH1A1-related alcoholism is different from the gene cluster of DRD2, DRD3, GRIN2B, and NTRK2, which is directly involved in behavioural rewarding effects of alcohol consumption. Notably, the five alcoholism-associated genes reported in this study form different gene clusters in the GAP gene-pathway clustering analysis. The DRD2-GRIN2B-NTRK2 and GRIN2B-DRD2-DRD3 gene clusters function in synchrony to facilitate the development of alcoholism in subjects having the specific DNA polytheisms of these genes.
Most previous association studies of alcoholism relied on categorical data analysis by treating alcoholism as a dichotomous disease status. Some studies were claimed as age-of-onset studies, including an association study of TaqI B on DRD2 with an early age of onset (≤12 years) of alcohol consumption in Mexican Americans 42 . The onset of alcoholism essentially spans many years; therefore, the event-history with risk-free model implemented in this study provides more realistic interpretations than does any categorical data analysis. In particular, modelling with the probabilities of susceptibility and conditional age-of-onset distributions provides separate interpretations of long-and short-term effects resulting from genetic and environmental factors. This study presents different roles played by the identified genes: DRD3 was associated with the long-term lifetime risk of alcoholism; GRIN2B acting independently with the habitual smoker had additive effects on age of onset of alcoholism for susceptible cases; DRD2 was related to the early alcoholism onset in view of a short age range. They necessitate further biomedical validations.
A small sample size is the limitation of this study. This study analysed only 65 subjects from the Genetic Analysis Workshop 14 (GAW14) data set that contained 1614 subjects from 14 large pedigrees. First, no statistical models have been developed for simultaneously studying disease susceptibility and age of onset under a family-based genetic association study, although some software (e.g., PENETRANCE in MENDEL) 43 can handle age of onset for penetrance estimation and the subsequent association analyses, and some other software (e.g., SEGREG in S.A.G.E.) 44 can jointly analyze the susceptibility and age of onset for segregation analyses. Hence, we only selected independent founders from the 14 pedigrees. Second, the effects of ethnic heterogeneity and sex difference on alcoholism have been extensively addressed. We selected non-Hispanic Caucasian males because they comprised the largest sample size among all subgroups. This single-ethnicity and sex-specific study sample, with a potential high risk, reduces genetic heterogeneity and potential false positive results; however, the small sample size may have hindered the detection of minor genetic effects and fit of complex genetic models, such as SNP-SNP and SNP-environment interactions. We attempted to include non-Hispanic Caucasian female founders and/or non-Hispanic black male founders in the pooled or replication study of the COGA data, but were obliged to give up since there were only 3 (4) alcoholism cases in 80 (8) Caucasian female (black male) founders having genotype data of the five selected SNPs from the mixture model. Hence, a family-based genetic association analysis is crucial and should be developed as a future work.
Population stratification should be evaluated and controlled carefully to avoid spurious genetic association. This study focuses on non-Hispanic Caucasian male founders in the COGA to reduce genetic heterogeneity. The study population is relatively homogeneous. We also performed principal component analysis to examine population stratification. Supplementary Figure S2(A) shows that the 65 non-Hispanic Caucasian males including 23 alcoholism cases and 42 unaffected subjects were mixed and separated from the non-Hispanic black male founders including 4 alcoholism cases and 4 unaffected subjects. Furthermore, Supplementary Figure S2(B) shows the non-Hispanic Caucasian males alcoholism cases and unaffected subjects were scattered randomly. Therefore, there is no need to adjust for population stratification in this study.
A final caution on using model selection and choosing modes of inheritance is taken to avoid leading to chance finding of the identification of the five SNPs for alcoholism. To validate the finite-sample reliability of our parameter estimation in the mixture model of single-SNP analysis, we employed bootstrap resampling method for regression models with censored data 45, 46 . The bootstrap validation results based on 400 bootstrap samples of size 65 are listed in Table 1 (B). The bootstrap estimates are with the same magnitude of the parameter estimates in the original real data set, and 95% bootstrap percentile confidence intervals of the regression parameters, corresponding to the significant original estimates, do not contain zero; all indicating our fitted mixture models are reliable. We did not conduct bootstrap validation for multiple-SNPs analysis and gene-environment analysis since any resampling method applied to a sample of small size and many strata causes a high variation in the estimation. The bootstrap method provides a trustworthy way to estimate predictive accuracy of the mixture regression model via internal replications of non-Hispanic Caucasian male founders.
Methods
Data acquisition and ascertainment. The alcoholism data assembled for GAW14 were provided by the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (U10 AA008401). Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects, and the institutional review boards of all six COGA collaborative sites approved all procedures. All experimental methods of the DNA collection, SNP genotyping and phenotypic characterization were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations 19 . All subjects were diagnosed according to the COGA ascertainment criterion comprising the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-III-R and Feighner criteria. An ascertainment procedure has been detailed 47 .
Logistic-accelerated failure time location-scale mixture regression model. To facilitate the genotype analysis procedures, we used the web-based statistical software system EHA-RiskFree with a user friendly interface, which was developed according to the logistic-AFT location-scale mixture regression model 12 . We herein summarized the formulation, inference, and properties of the model.
Let T denote the age of onset of alcoholism; therefore, the survival distribution at t years of age Pr(T > t) indicates the probability that a subject is not affected with alcoholism by his age of t years. The study population comprised mixed subpopulations: affected and ultimately unaffected subjects. Let D denote the binary indicator of the development of alcoholism [D = 1 (yes) or 0 (no)]. The mixture regression model postulates that the probability that a subject with the risk factors Z and Z * has not developed alcoholism by his age of t years is as follows:
where Z and Z * denote the covariate vectors of SNPs or habitual smoking status for modelling the susceptibility and age of onset, respectively. Pr(D = 1|Z) is the probability of the eventual development of (or susceptibility to) alcoholism considering Z. The vectors Z and Z * with 1 as their first element may have some variables in common with other elements. In brief, the logistic-AFT mixture regression model simultaneously uses a logistic model to formulate the probability of alcoholism susceptibility and an AFT location-scale model to specify the conditional distribution Pr(T > t|D = 1, Z * ) of the alcoholism onset age for the susceptible subject. The logistic-AFT location-scale mixture model used in this study contains both a logistic regression submodel
and an AFT location-scale regression submodel
where ⁎ T Z ln ( ) is the logarithmic transformation of T for the susceptible subject considering Z * ; ε is a specified class of error distributions corresponding to Z * = 0; and β, γ, and α are the corresponding parameters in the logistic, location, and scale regression parts, respectively. The entire mixture model defines the overall cumulative event probability as Pr(T ≤ t|Z, Z * ) = 1 − Pr(T > t|Z, Z * ), and the AFT location-scale submodel defines the conditional cumulative event probability as Pr(T ≤ t|D = 1,
The results of mixture regression modelling are reported as OR(Z) = exp(β' Z) with γ and α corresponding to each selected covariate in the tables.
The fitting results of the logistic, location, and scale regression parts in the logistic-AFT location-scale mixture model can be interpreted as follows. For each one-unit increase in Z, exp(β) is the odds ratio (OR) considering the probability Pr(D = 1|Z) of the eventual development of alcoholism for a subject with the factor Z. Hence, subjects with significant ORs of >1 and <1 tend to have a higher and lower probability to be susceptible to alcoholism development, respectively. Subjects with a positive Z * for significant γ > 0 and <0 tend to have a later and earlier age of onset, respectively. Moreover, subjects with a positive Z * for α > 0 tend to have a larger onset age range, whereas for α < 0 have a smaller onset age range.
We assumed that T of an alcoholism susceptible case follows a log-logistic distribution 48 in the AFT location-scale regression submodel; in brief, error term ε has the logistic distribution of the density ε = + ε ε f e e ( ) /(1 ) 2 . We fit a logistic regression submodel and an AFT log-logistic regression submodel to simultaneously study the associations of disease susceptibility and the age of onset with genetic and environmental effects. Associations between the identified SNPs and alcoholism. We first applied the mixture regression methodology to detect individual effects of the 22 SNPs on alcoholism in the 65 study subjects, according to the analysis flow chart (Supplementary Figure S3) . Let the major and minor alleles be denoted as A and a, respectively, then AA is the major homozygous genotype, Aa is the heterozygous genotype, and aa is the minor homozygous genotype. In the model selection procedure for each SNP, because of the limited sample size, we first separated the SNPs into two subgroups: one is with an extremely rare alcoholism event (≤1) in any genotype and the other is with >1 alcoholism events in all genotypes.
SNPs of the extremely rare alcoholism event group corresponding to genotype aa include the following: (i) no-event subgroup in seven SNPs, namely rs157864, rs1157122, rs387661, rs1079597, rs1386493, rs1386492, and rs1838158 (with the last SNP having only two genotypes, AA and Aa), and (ii) one-event subgroup in three SNPs, namely rs1111418, rs927544, and rs2134655 (with only one subject having genotype aa of the last SNP and developing alcoholism. In these cases, we merged genotypes aa and Aa for appropriately handling sparse data in SNP analysis. In brief, we used a dummy variable to code aa = Aa = 1 and AA = 0 in the fitting of the mixture regression model.
The remaining 12 SNPs in this study were analysed using more options for model fitting. We performed simple regression on individual SNPs, first by using Aa as the reference genotype in the logistic, location, and scale regression parts. When the regression result shows two significant dummy variables of genotypes, it supports a general model with three genotypes (refer to the case of rs172677 in Fig. 1) . Alternatively, for the remaining individual SNPs, we merged data of two genotypes whose event curves were closer among the three genotypes and subsequently estimated dominant or recessive effects by using the two subgroups based on the merged genotypes.
As shown in the flow chart (Supplementary Figure S3) , we performed the likelihood ratio tests for fitted general, dominant, and recessive coding schemes compared with the null model in the mixture regression with different degrees of freedom. We used the minimum Akaike information criterion to select the best model from a subset of candidate models, including logistic regression submodels (with only a constant intercept in the AFT submodel), AFT location-scale regression submodels (with only a constant intercept in the logistic submodel), and logistic-AFT location-scale mixture regression models.
To visualize the adequacy of the best-fitted model for each SNP, we compared the smooth overall event curves and the smooth conditional event curves of susceptible cases estimated from the mixture regression model with the step-function overall and conditional event curves computed using the Kaplan-Meier estimator 20 among the studied genotypes. In addition to these intuitive plots, the residual plots for the mixture regression model 12 were investigated but not included in this report because of their satisfactory performances and sophistications. The plots indicate that the assumed log-logistic distribution well fits the error term in the AFT model for the COGA data set.
GAP clustering of the identified SNP-environment associations and pathway analysis. GAP is
an exploratory data analysis software for matrix visualization and clustering of high-dimensional data sets 25, 26 . To achieve a direct visual perception of the relationship among selected SNPs and environmental covariates, we first defined a binary data matrix, B, to describe the relationship between subjects and genes/smoking. In B, each row indicates a subject, and each column indicates a SNP or the habitual smoking status. The element on the r-th row and s-th column, B rs , was coded as 1 with black if the r-th subject had genotype Aa or aa of the s-th SNP or was a habitual smoker; otherwise, the element was coded as 0 with white. The Jaccard coefficient (0, no similarity and 1, complete similarity) was used to measure both between-subject associations and between-gene/smoking associations as in G and P. These three matrices, G (subjects), P (genes/smoking), and B (subjects by genes/smoking), were subsequently sorted by the average-linkage hierarchical clustering tree with the flipping of intermediated nodes guided through elliptical seriation 49 for identifying subject clusters and gene/smoking-subgroups with interactions between them. The alcoholism onset status and corresponding onset and follow-up age are shown as covariates to the left of B.
We also analysed pathways containing the studied alcoholism genes from KEGG 27 . Similar to the exploration of the relationship between subjects and genes/smoking, subjects and genes/smoking interaction, GAP was used to study the gene-pathway interactions on the basis of a binary data matrix B, with G (genes) and P (pathways) measured using the Jaccard coefficient. In B, each row indicates SNPs in a gene, and each column indicates a pathway named using hierarchical categories, separated by semicolons in order, as defined in the KEGG. The five categories in the KEGG pathway maps are metabolism, environmental information processing, cellular processes, organismal systems, and human diseases. Moreover, G, P, and B, were sorted by the same GAP procedure as aforementioned for identifying gene-clusters and pathway-groups with interactions between them. The pathway categories are displayed as a covariate on the top of B and to the left of P.
